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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of character covering number of a finite group G (ccn(G)) 
was introduced in [ACH]. It is proved there that this number exists if and 
only if G is a nonabelian simple group. Further discussion of ccn(G) can 
be found in [ALG]. It is shown there, with the aid of a computer, that 
ccn(A,) = n - 3 for 6 <n < 9. This result might suggest that ccn(A,) = n - 3 
for every n > 6. However, this is not the case. In this paper we prove the 
following result: 
THEOREM 7.4. (i) ccn(A,) = 3. 
(ii) ccn(A,) = n - r&l for every integer n 2 6. 
Here [xl denotes the smallest integer not less than x. To obtain these 
results we use the theory of representations of symmetric groups. Our main 
tools are the Littelwood-Richardson rule and the Young rule. 
We begin with some definitions and notation. Let G be a finite group. 
The set of complex irreducible characters of G is denoted by Irr(G). The set 
of irreducible constituents of a specified character x is denoted by IrrQ). 
Let x be a non-linear faithful character of G and @ a subset of Irr(G). 
Define ccn(X, @) as the least positive integer m such that Irr(X”) 2 @. By 
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[ACH, 1.31 this number exists. Suppose further that G is a non-abelian 
simple group. In this case we define ccn(X) and ccn(G) by the equalities 
ccn(X) = ccn(X, Irr(G)) 
cnn(G)=max{ccn(X)l l.#x~Irr(G)}. 
In [ALG] it is proved that if r>ccn(x) then Irr(X’)= Irr(G). Thus, we 
may define ccn(G) as the least positive integer Y such that Irr(X’) = Irr(G) 
for every non-principal irreducible character x of G. 
Let n be a positive integer and let a be a partition of n. If the parts of 
a are a, aa,> ... >w., then we sometimes denote a by (c(,, aa, . . . . ah). 
The associated partition of a is denoted by a’. The depth d, of a is 
defined as d,=n-a,. The conjugacy classes and the irreducible 
characters of the symmetric group S, are indexed by partitions of n. The 
irreducible character that corresponds to a is denoted by [“. The value 
of this character on the class with cycle type p is denote by i”(b). The 
Young subgroup of S, that corresponds to a is denoted by S, [JK, 1.3.21. 
The Young diagram of a is written [a]. The permutation characters 5” are 
defined by 5, = ( 1 s,)sn. Since Young subgroups are direct products of 
the groups S,, their irreducible characters are given as external tensor 
products. This product is denoted by the symbol #. Thus, for example, 
(y = (p” # p # . . . # [(;za))sn. The lexicographic order on the set of 
partitions of n is denoted by d. Let cp be an irreducible character of S,,. 
There exists a unique partition a such that cp = i”. We define the depth d, 
of cp as d,. For a set @ of irreducible characters of S, we define dG as the 
depth of the deepest element of @. If q is any character of S,, we define 
d, = 4rrcqv 
2. A LOWER BOUND FOR ccn(A,) 
For the rest of the paper we fix an integer n 2 10. Most of our results are 
still valid for smaller values of n but it is not important to us in this work. 
The set Y is defined as 
Y= {i”EIrr(S,)Ia>a’}. 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) Every irreducible character of A,, is constituent of 
exactly one restriction to A,, of a character in Y. 
(ii) dF=n-r&l. 
ProoJ Let x be an irreducible character of A, and let 1+5=x”. If $ is 
irreducible then it is of the form la with a = a’. In this case + is the unique 
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character in Y with x as a constituent of *la.. On the other hand, if $ is 
reducible then it is of the form 5’ + ia’ with c( #a’. The proof of (i) is com- 
pleted by observing that exactly one of the characters 5” and [“’ is in Y. 
Suppose now that cae Y. We have to show first that d, G n - r&l. It 
is enough to show that CI~ 2 r&l. S’ mce cc 2 CI’ we have cr; < a,. Clearly we 
have n < CL, .a’, . Combining the above two facts we get that d, 4 n - [J&l, 
which is what we want to show. In order to complete the proof of (ii) we 
show that there is a partition u such that d,=d,. =n- r&J Since the 
relation n 2 2r&] - 1 holds for n > 3 the desired ~1 can be constructed as 
follows: Take the diagram [r&l, l’~“~~] and add nodes to it until a 
diagram of a partition of n is obtained. Since n < r&l2 the above proce- 
dure can be done without adding any nodes to the first row or the first 
column. The resulting Young diagram, or its associated diagram, is a 
diagram of a partition of n with the required properties. 1 
If II/ is a character in Y we call it a father. Every irreducible constituent 
of ICll.4. is called a son. By Lemma 2.1. every son has a unique father. 
A father [” has one or two sons. It has two sons if and only if CI = ~1’. 
The impotance of Y to our purpose lies in the following result 
LEMMA 2.2. Let cp be any character of S,. Then ccn(cp 1A.) < ccn(cp, Y). 
Proof. Suppose that Irr(cp”) 2 Irr( Y). By Lemma 2.1 we get see that 
W(cpl.J”) 2 WA,). I 
LEMMA 2.3. For every cp E Irr(S,) and for every positive integer m we 
have dwm<m.d,. 
Proof: This claim is a result of a repeated application of Theorem 2.9.22 
in [JK]. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. For every positive integer m we have dCC,.-I.l,,m sm. 
In particular ccn(A,) > ccn(i’“- ‘3 ‘)I A.) > n - r&l. 
ProoJ: The first statement is obvious by Lemma 2.3. Let m be any 
positive integer less than n-r&], [” be any character in Y of depth 
n-r&], and x be a son of i,. We claim that x$Irr((i’“-‘q ‘)(A.)m). 
Indeed, xsn is either [” or c” + [*‘. Since ia E Y, we have d;.. B d, > m. The 
claim follows by Frobenius’ reciprocity. 1 
3. THE EVALUATION OF ccn(c’“- ‘. “1 A.) 
We begin this section with a technical, yet important, lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. rf a, 8, and y are partitions of n then [ 5” . (YB, [“I = 
CPI s,r i’ls,l. 
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Proof: Using [CR, 2.3851 we have 5’. i” = ((“1 s,)sn. The claim of the 
lemma follows by Frobenius’ reciprocity. 1 
For a non-negative integer k we define D, as the set of the irreducible 
characters of S,, of depth at most k. By Lemma 2.1 we have that 
Y’CD n-r,Jil. 
LEMMA 3.2. For every integer 2 <k < n- 1 we have Irr((<‘“-‘. I’)“) = D,. 
Proof: By Corollary 2.4 we have that Irr(([‘“- ‘3 “)k) G D,. We prove 
now the reverse inclusion. Suppose first that k = 2. In this case 
(~,“~‘,“)2~~lrr’+~~n--l.ll+~,rr-22.2J+~~n~2.1~’, 
This relation may be deduced from the explicit formulas for these 
characters [JK, 5.5341. It follows that the constituents of (~‘n-‘*‘J)2 are 
exactly the elements of D,. Therefore we may assume that k > 3 
and that Irr((;(‘-‘,‘))k-l 2 D,- ,. Since Irr(~‘“-kf’.‘k-“) c Dk-, [JK, 
2.1.101, it is enough to prove that Irr(~‘E-kfl,‘k-“. i’n-‘.“)=, D,. Let 
[” be any character in D,. If u = (n) then [n-k + l)] is a subdiagram 
of [cr] and [(n- 1, l)]. On the other hand, if c1# (n) then [(n-k, l)] 
is a subdiagram of both of these diagrams. In both cases we have a 
diagram [a(‘,] of order n - k + 1 which is a subdiagram of both [a] 
and [(n- 1, l)]. Using [JK, 2.8.31 we see that ii”-‘*” and i” are 
both constituents of (i”“’ # i”’ # . . . # i”‘)‘“. By Frobenius’ reciprocity we 
obtain [[(n-‘,“IS,.~t+,,,k -,,, ~‘lS,,-t+,,,k~,,] >O. Lemma3.1 implies that 
c” E Irr( r’” p-k + ‘. lk-” . i’“- ‘, I’). The result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. ccn([ c~~-l~lJIAn)=n-rJLl. 
Prooj In light of Lemmas 2.1 and 3.2 conclude that n - r&l is a 
positive integer m for which Irr( (cc”- ‘3 “)m) 2 Irr( 'Y). Using Lemma 2.2 
and Corollary 2.4 we get the result. 1 
4. SOME IRREDUCIBLE CONSTITUENTS OF (c")2 
In this section we develop formulas for the multiplicities of some con- 
stituents of (c’)2. We need some notation. Let IX be a partition of n. In 
order to simplify some definitions we assume that be parts CQ are defined 
for every positive integer i, i.e., if tl= (tl’, CI~, . .. . a,,) we define cli = 0 for 
i 2 h + 1. Let k be a positive integer. The number of indices i satisfying 
aj>ai+, 
a: = a”;‘. 
+ k is denoted by a& By induction on a; it is easy to prove that 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let a be any partition of n. We have: 
(i) [([‘)*, <‘“‘I = 1. 
(ii) [(ia)*, t’“- ‘, “1 = a;. 
(iii) [([“)*, <(+*,*)] =aT.(aD;- l)+aT+a;‘. 
(iv) [(i”)*, ?j’“-‘*“‘]=2a”;~(a”;- l)+a;+a:‘. 
ProojI Every character of S, is rational valued. Since <@I = I,, we get 
(i). Using Lemma3.1 we have [(ia)*, ~(“-r.‘)] = [i_“lS,,- ,,,,, [alS,.m ,,,, 1. By 
[JK, 2.4.31 this number is equal to a;, whence part (ii). In order to prove 
(iii) we have to compute [(CM)*, 5 (n-2,2’] = [[“Isfn-z~2~, calS,m2,2,]. Every 
irreducible character of S,, -*, 2j is of the form CD # i’*) or iB # iC1’), where 
j? is a partition of n - 2. Using Frobenius reciprocity and [JK, 2.8.131 we 
get that [[alSC”-22, CD # i’*‘] equals 1 if [a] can be obtained from [ 81 by 
adding two nodes, not in the same column. Otherwise this number is 0. 
There are exactly a; + a”;(a”; - 1)/2 prescribed diagrams of the first kind. It 
follows that C”I S,n-2,2, has a; + a”;(a”; - 1)/2 irreducible constituents of the 
form ia # CC*). In a similar way we get that the number of irreducible 
constituents of the form iB # [‘I. ” is a”;‘+ af(a”;‘- 1)/2. Since each 
one of these constituents has multiplicity 1 we get (iii). In order to prove 
(iv) we have to evaluate the decomposition of [“IS,._,, +). The number 
[[alS,.m2,,z,, is # i(l) # [“‘I is equal to number of possible ways of adding 
the symbols 1 and 2 (in this order) to [b] in order to get [a]. Therefore 
this number is 2 for aP;(a”; - 1)/2 partitions fl, 1 for a; + a;’ partitions, and 
0 otherwise. Part (iv) follows immediately. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. For 5” E Irr(S,) we have: 
(i) [(i”)*, [‘“‘I = 1. 
(ii) [(ia)*, [(“pl-l)]=a~- 1. 
(iii) [(ia)*, c@-** **)I = a:. (a! - 2) + a; + a$. 
(iv) [(la)*, [Cn-2,1’)] = (a”; - l)* 
Proof: By [JK, 2.8.31 we have that {(n-l,lJ=[cnpl,l)+ 1, t(“-*,*)= 
,5n-*.*)+[(n-I.l)+1 and 5(“-*,~2)=~(n--2,12)+~(,-2,2)+25(”-1,1)+1. 
Our claim is a consequence of these relations and of Lemma 4.1. 1 
We call a partition of n rectangular if it is of the form (k’). A character 
of the form [” with a rectangular is called a rectangular character. The 
rectangular partitions are precisely those that satisfy a; = 1. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let rp be a non-linear irreducible character of S,. Then 
(i) Irr(cp*)z {CC”‘, [+***)j. 
(ii) Zf cp is non-rectangular then Irr(cp*) 2 {C”“, 5’“- ‘. “, CC”-” *‘, 
v(n-2,12) 4 1. 
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Prooj: Let cp = <“. If a; > 3 then by Corollary 4.2, (i) is clear. Suppose 
that af = 2. If both a; and a;’ are zero then [a] does not contain two lines 
or columns with the same length. It follows that CY = (2, l), which is not the 
case. Therefore, by Corollary 4.2 (iii) we get that [rp’, [“‘+ ‘. “1 > 0. If 
~3; = 1 then CI is rectangular. Since i” is non-linear we have M # (n) and 
ix# (1”). It follows that a; = 1 and a$= 1. By 4.2 (iii) again we have (i). 
Part (iii) of the assertion is now immediate by Corollary 4.2. 1 
5. NON-RECTANGULAR CHARACTERS 
Let x be an irreducible character of A,,. The character x is called rec- 
tangular if it is a son of a rectangular character of S,. In this section we 
deal with the irreducible constituents of x2, where x is a non-rectangular 
irreducible character of A,,. The irreducible character of A, may be divided 
into two types. The first type consist of restrictions of characters in Y. 
We call these characters characters of type A. The characters of type A 
are precisely the sons of the [“‘s with CI #a’. The other type of characters 
consists of sons of characters of the form [“, where CI = u’. We call these 
characters of type B. 
The following lemma may be applied to characters of type A. 
LEMMA 5.1. If [” E Y is non-rectangular and satisfies d, 2 2 then CC”- 3, ‘) 
or 5 ‘n-3.2. ” is a constituent of (ca)2. 
Proof: Consider the character ((n-3. *. I). By [JK, 2.831 we get 
~~“~3.2.1~~~+~~~“-1.I~+~~f”~2,2~+~ln-2.~2~+~~n~3,31+~~n+3.2.I~~ 
If the claim of the Lemma is false then, using Corollary 4.2, we have 
C(UZ1 P- 3’*,‘)]=1+2(a,-1)+2(a$+2)+a;+a;‘)+(a;-l)*. (1) 
We now estimate the number of irreducible constituents of c’] s,._,,l, ,. The 
irreducible characters of S,, _ 3, *, r) are of the form cs # ct2’ # it” or 
cs # [t”) # c(l), where p is partition of n - 3. Denote, for a moment, 
the number C5aS,n-l,2,,,v c8 # <(*r # [“‘I by [JK, 2.8.31, nS is equal to the 
number of ways that [a] may be obtained from [j?] according to the 
following procedure: 
(I) Append two nodes, not in the same column, to [a], 
(II) Append one more node to the resulting diagram. 
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Using elementary counting arguments we may find (at least): 
(i) (‘$) partitions /I with nS = 3. 
(ii) a;(a”f- 1) partitions fl with ng=2. 
(iii) a3 + a”;‘(~;’ - 1) partitions /I with nS = 1. 
By a similar argument we may estimate the number of irreducible 
constituents of c”ls,,_, 2,,, of the form cB # [(12) # [( 1). The results are 
similar but we have to’interchange u and 01’ in (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Combining all of these we see that [([my, p-3.2. I’] = 
CYls ,“-,. 2.,,T ials,,_,,2,,,1 is not less than 
3(aY(a”; - l)(aT - 2)) + 5(a; + a”;‘)@? - 1) + a; + a”;‘. (2) 
Since a is non-rectangular then ab; 2 2. The number (2) is greater than the 
right-hand side of (1) provided that a; 2 3 or a: = 2 and a; + a:’ 2 2. The 
only character in Y satisfying a: = 2, a; + a$ < 1 and whose depth is at 
least 2 is ick+ I,‘), where n = 2k + 1 is an odd integer. In this case 
((k-l)2 # cc’) # [(‘) is a constituent of [(k+19k)lS.m, z ,)that is not included 
in our previous counting. It follows that [(c (k+l,&))i,‘,,,-3.2,,)],7. But in 
this case the right-hand side of (1) is 6. It follows that in any case equality 
(1) is impossible and our proof is therefore complete. 1 
In the sequel we denote the sons of the characters 
p-1, l), p-2.2), p-2, I?), p-3.3), p-3.2. I), p-3. I’) 
by xi for i= 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, respectively. As a corollary to Lemma 5.1 and to 
4.3 (ii) we have: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let x be a non-rectangular character of A, of type A. 
Then x3 and x4 are constituents of x2. Moreover, at least one of x5 and x6 
is a constituent of x2. 
We turn now to non-rectangular characters of type B. We have to recall 
some facts from the theory of these characters. Let [” be a character of S, 
with a = Co. The restriction ial A. is a sum of two irreducible characters: x 
and x’. There is a unique conjugacy class C of S, with the following 
property: if g E C then c’(g) = f 1. The cycle structure of the elements of 
C is the same as the lengths of the main hooks of [or]. The class C splits 
into two classes C, and C2 of A,,. Let gx and gx, denote representative 
elements of C, and C,, respectively. The cycle structure of the elements g, 
and g,. is the same, and it consists of cycles of different odd lenghts. It 
should be noted that if rp is an irreducible character of A,, apart from x 
and x’, then rp( g,) = cp( g,,). In addition x( g,) = x’( g,,). 
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that E = a’ and x is a son of <’ and let cp be an>’ 
character of S,, such that cp(g,)=O. Then [(ix)‘. cp] =2[x2, cpI J. 
Proof: Since c( = c1’, i” vanhishes on S,, -A,. By the fact that cp( g,) = 0 
we have [I’, rplA,] = [x’x, &] = [(I’)‘, vI,~,]. The proof is completed 
now by direct computation. 1 
Let x E Irr(A,l) be a fixed character of type B. For every cp E Irr(A,) of 
type A we define a, = [x’cp, x] and 6, = [x’cp, $1. 
LEMMA 5.4. b, = av + cp( g,). 
ProoJ: We write 
x’v = a,(x + x’) + (6, - a,) x’ + C Cx’cp, 51 5. 
The last sum is over all the irreducible characters of A, apart from x and 
x’. We evaluate the last equation at gX and at g,. and substract he resulting 
equalities. Using x(g,)+x’(g,)=x(g,,)+x’(g,.) and cp(g,)=cp(g,,) we 
deduce that (x’k,) - x’(gxt)) dg,) = (b, - a,Mg,) - x’(g,,)). The result 
follows. 
As a matter of convenience we write ai instead of a, and bi instead of 6, 
for i = 2, . . . . 7. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let x be a non-rectangular character of A,, of type B. Then; 
(i) x3 is a constituent of x2. 
(ii) x4 or x6 or x7 is a constituent of x2. 
Proof: If x3(gX) = 0 then using 4.3(i) and 5.3 we prove (i). If this is not 
the case we use [JK, 5.5.34(iii)] to find xj(g,) = - 1. By Lemma 5.4 we see 
that 6, = a3 - 1. If b, > 0, then x3 is a constituent of both X’x and X’x’ and 
(i) is proved. If b, = 0 we have to deal with two separate cases. 
(a) x is not real valued-In this case, [x2, x3] = [x’x~, x] = a3 = 1 > 0. 
(b) x is real valued-Let c” with cx = a’ be the father of 1. By a direct 
computation the following holds: 
2[(y)2, p-2.2) - I- Lx’, x31 + Xxx’9 x31 + cw)2Y x31. 
Using the fact that bj =0 and that x is real valued we conclude 
[ (5a)2, [‘” - 2, 2’] = 1. However, this is not possible since a = a’, a; 2 2 and 
by 4.2(iii). This completes the proof of (i). 
In order to prove (ii) we start just as in case (i). If x4(gX) = 0, we use 
4.3(ii) and 5.3. On the other hand if x4(gX) #O then by Lemma 5.4 we have 
b, =a4 + 1. If a4 > 0 our proof is complete. Otherwise a4 =0 and b, = 1. 
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Again we have to separate the discussion into cases: 
(a) x is real valued-In this case, since b, > 0 our proof is complete. 
(b) 1 is not real valued-Here [x2, x4] = [(x’)‘, x4] = 0 and 
[xx’, x4] = 1. It follows that [(i”)‘, c(n-2.12)] = 1. However, by 
Corollary 4.2(iv), this last number is equal to (a; - 1)‘. Since CI = CI’, a: = 2 
if and only if we can find two positive integers 1 and m such that n = 1’ - m2 
and a = (Z(‘--m’, (1-m)“‘). We have to subdivide again: 
(bi) m 22-Using [JK, 2.5131 we see that gX has no cycles of 
length I or length 3. By using the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula 
[JK, 2.4.71 we get that x7(gX) = - 1. In light of Lemma 5.4 we conclude 
u, > 0. Hence, [x2, x7] > 0, which proves our claim in this subcase. 
(bii) m = l--In this subcase g, has exactly one cycle of length 3. 
Using the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula again we get x6(gX) = - 1, 
whence a6 > 0 and the proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 5.6. Let n 2 10. If a = a’ then there is an element g of A,, with at 
least four fixed points and no more than two cycles of order 2, such that 
i”(g) = 0. 
ProoJ Let h,, be the length of the longest hook of [a]. Note that if g 
has a cycle of length I and [a] does not have any hook of length I then 
c”(g) = 0. We consider the following possibilities for h,, : 
(i) h,,=n:In this case ~~=(k,l~-‘), where n=2k-1. Pick 
g=(n-4, 14). 
(ii) h,,=n-l:Hererx=(k,2,1k-* ); therefore [a] does not contain 
any hooks of length k- 1. If k- 1 is odd we may take g=(k- 1, lnpkf’), 
otherwise take g=(k- 1,2, lflpkpl). 
(iii) h,, = n - 2: Since a = a’ this is impossible. 
(iv) h,,=n-3:In this case a=(k,3,2,1kp3), where n=2k+2. If 
n = 10 then [a] does not contain any hooks of length 2 so we may choose 
g=(2,2.16).Ifn>10wemaytakeg=(n-5,15). 
(v) h,,=n-4:Here a=(k,3,3,k-3) with n=2k+3. If n=ll 
we choose g = (3,3, 15). By the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula 
c(4.3.3*1)(3, 3, l’)=O. If n> 11 choose g=(n-6, 16). 
(vi) h,,=n-5:In this case a=(k,4,2,2,k-4). If n=12 we may 
take g = (4,2, 16). If n = 14 we may take g= (6,2, 16). If n = 16 we may 
take g=(n-7, 1’). 
(vii) h,,<n-6:Letkbetheoddnumberamongn-4andn-5.Put 
g=(k, ln-k). 1 
481/153/:-7 
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LEMMA 5.7. Let n 3 10 and let x be a character of type B of A,. Then, 
there is a character ip in Y, with d, > 3 such that :“I .4, is a constitiuent of x2. 
Proof Let i” be the father of x. Suppose that 
x2 = a .l.,,, + bx2 + cx3 + dx4 + ex + fx'. (3) 
By Lemma 5.6 we may choose an element g of A,,, with at least four fixed 
points, and no more than two cycles of order 2 such that x(g) = 0. By 
[JK, 5.5341, the characters 1.4.r xZ, x3, and x4 are positive on g. It follows 
that a=b=c=d=O and x(l)=e+j Ifg,#l is an element of A,i distinct 
from g, and g; such that x( g,) # 0 then x( g,) = e +f: This is impossible 
since A,, is simple. Therefore, we may find an additional irreducible 
constituent cp to x2. Let cB be the father of cp. If fl# /F then cBIA. = cp, 
which proves our claim in this case. Otherwise, /l= p’ and (PI A, = cp + cp’. 
Since /? # CI we have [x2, cp’] = [x2, cp] > 0. We conclude that cp + cp’ is a 
constituent of iBIA, and the proof is complete. 1 
6. RECTANGULAR CHARACTERS 
In this section we deal rectangular charaters of A,. We start with the 
characters of type A. Let [ ‘&‘) be a ractangular non-linear character in F 
We evaluate the restriction of this character to some Youg subgroups 
of S,. This can be done, using the Littlewood-Richardson rule, as 
described in [JK, 2.91. 
+y*.k-l,k-2’# p2.1,. 
i(k’)lS,._1,1,,i=i(k’-‘,k-33) # p # p+p~.~-L-2) # i(2) # (‘” 
+ pk’-‘,(k- I?) # p’ # ((1, 
+p-*.kLl,k~2) # p # [Cl). 
[(k’)lS,nml, -((k’-‘.k--3) # [“’ # c(l) # ,$I’ 
+ c(k’-‘,(k- I?) # ~(1, # ((1) # it’) 
+2[(kim2.k--l,k-2) # l(l) # [(I, # p, 
It should be noted that if I= 2 all these “characters” that correspond to a 
partition with a negative part are zero. Using these relations and 
Lemma 3.1 we have 
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(i) [([@‘)*, r(“P3. 3’] = 3, unless I= 2, where this number is equal 
to 2. 
(ii) [([@‘)*, <(“P3.2.1)] =4 (or 3 if 1=2). 
(iii) [([@‘)*, t(“-3,L3)]=6 (or 5 if 1=2). 
Therefore, using [JK, 2.8.31, we conclude that 
(i) [(c@‘)*, [(n-3*3)] = 1 (or 0 if I = 2). 
(ii) [([(k”)2, p-3,*, I)] =o. 
(iii) [([I@))*, [tnp3. “)I = 1. 
Using Corollary 4.3 we conclude: 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let x be a non-linear rectangular character of A,, of 
type A. Then x3 and x7 are constituents of x2. 
We turn now to the case of rectangular characters of type B. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let x be a rectangular character of A, of type B. Then: 
(i) Zf x is real valued then x5 and 1, are constituents of 1’. 
(ii) Zf x is not real valued then x, and [(n-4. *. “‘1 A. are constituents 
ofx2. 
Proof. x is a son of itkr’, where k2 = n. Recall that in this case g, has a 
unique cycle of every odd length from 1 to 2k - 1. Suppose first that x 
is real valued. In this case j = x #xl. Using the Murnaghan-Nakayama 
formula we get x5( g,) = x7(gx) = 1 > 0. By Lemma 5.4 both b, and b, are 
positive. We can therefore deduce that [x2, x5] >O and that [x2, x7] >O. 
Suppose now that x is not real valued. In this case j = x’. Denote, for the 
sake of brevity, c(” ~ 4, *, 12) by x,, and ax,, by a,, By the Murnaghan- 
Nakayama formula again we have x3(g,) = x,r(g,) = - 1 < 0. It follows 
that a3 >O and that a,, >O. Since x is not real valued [x2, x3] >O and 
[x2, x, I ] > 0. The proof is complete. 1 
7. THE EVALUATION OF ccn(A,) 
In this section we prove our main result. We begin with a useful lemma. 
Let u be a partition of n with CL, > ~1~. Assign to c1 a partition of n - 1, Lu, 
by decreasing the first part of tl by 1. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let a, /I, and y be partitions of n 2 11 with d, G 3, d, G 3, 
and d,<4. Then [c”.cs, 5’) = [[L”*rLBI [““I. 
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Proof: First we prove that 
cr. 
p, (‘I= [p p, i”‘]. (4) 
By [JK, 2.9.161 we have ix .{“=x,,5”. where the sum is taken over all the 
4 x 4 matrices v = (v,),with non-negative ntries such that the sums of their 
rows from the partition CI and the sums of their columns form fi. In light 
of the conditions on d, and dp we must have vi, 2 5 and vii< 3 if 
(i,j)#(l, 1). Therefore, vii is strictly greater than any other entry in v, and 
we can define Lv in a natural way. The operation L establishes a bijection 
between the prescribed matrices v and the set of 4 x 4 matrices with non- 
negative entries, with row sums La and column sums L/II. It follows that 
gLa. rLB = C,,5L’. In order to complete the proof of (4) it suffices to prove 
that for every partition v with v, 2 5 we have [c”, [‘] = [tL, (““1. The 
number [<‘, [‘] is equal to the number of semistandard generalized 
tableaux of shape [r] and of content [v] [JK, 2.8.51. Since v, > 5 and 
d, < 4 we can apply the operation L to the prescribed tableaux. The image 
under L of the tableau of shape [I)] and content [v] is defined as the 
tableau of shape [LB] and content [Lv]. It follows that the number of 
semistandard tableaux of shape [y] and content [v] is equal to the 
number of semistandard tableaux of shape [Ly] and content [Lv]. The 
proof of (4) is therefore complete. 
Next, we prove that 
[(” . p, (y-j = [(LX. [LB, [L:‘]. (5) 
In order to prove (5) we express cB as a linear conbination of characters 
of the form t6, where 6 are partitions of n with d6 <do. This can be done 
using the determinantal form [JK, 2.3.151. By expanding the determinantal 
form with respect to the first row we have the following: If cB = & mat’, 
where the numbers m6 are integers, then cLfi = Cs marLa. With this in hand 
we get that 
Therefore we have (5). By a similar argument we may deduce the claim of 
the lemma from equality (5) and complete the proof. 1 
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Define now live subsets of Irr(S,) as follows: 
D = (Qn-32 1)) 
E= {i (n-2.3, Q-‘W2)}~ 
LEMMA 7.2. Let q be a character of S,. If at least one of the sets 
A, B, @, or D is a subset of Irr(cp) then Irr(@)z DZk for k> 2. If IE is a 
subset of Irr(cp) then Irr(#) 2 D,, for k > 3. 
Proof. We deal with each of the possible subsets separately. 
(A) First we have to prove that Irr(cp’) z D4 In view of Lemma 7.1 
it suffices to check this fact for n = 10. By using the table in [JK, p. 3553 
one easily finds that each of the 12 characters in D, is a constituent of 
r(n--2.92 or of (5 (n-2. “))‘. Assume now that Irr(#) z DZk. We show now 
ihat Irr(@+‘) 2 D2k+2. Since Irr(<‘“-‘k~12*‘) G D,, it suffices to prove that 
Irr(<‘“-2k. 12’1 . cp) =, DZk + 2. Let 5” be any character in DZk+ 2, The diagram 
[cl] contains a subdiagram of order n - 2k, which is also a subdiagram of 
[n -2, 21 or of [n-2, I’]. Call this subdiagram [a,,,]. It follows by 
[JK, 2.8.31 that 5’“’ # c(‘) # . . . # [(I) is a constituent of both cpI s,.-ur, ,+ 
and ~alS,n-2k. ,+ By Lemma 3.1, [t(n-2k. ‘? . rp, (“I> 0, which is what we 
want to show. 
(B) By the character table of S10 and Lemma 7.1 we have 
Irr((Q”- 3* I’))‘) 3, D,. We proceed, just as in the previous case, by finding 
a common subdiagram of order n - 2k of [a] and of one of the diagrams 
[n-2,2] and [n-3, I’]. 
(C) Here we may find a common subdiagram of order n - 2k to [a] 
and to one of [n - 3,3] and [n - 3, I’]. The rest of the proof is similar to 
the proofs of the previous cases. 
(D) Using S,O again we find that Irr((~‘“-3*2*L))2)?D4. We may 
always find a subdiagram of order n-2k, common to both [a] and 
[n - 3,2, l] and complete this case. 
(IE) By S,, we have 
Irr(([‘“-2’2))2) 2 {[“I a > (n -4, 22)} 3 D,. 
We show now that Irr(cp3)z D,. In order to do this we first look 
at 5 (n-3,“). By the above relation we have Irr(q’) 2 Irr(~(n-3~13)). 
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Let CI # (n - 6, 6) be a partition with d, < 6. We claim that ;” E 
W5 (n-3, I’) V(n P4. *. I”). Indeed, in this case, we may find a subdiagram ‘4 
[a,,,], of order II- 3, common to both [a] and [n--4,2, I’]. Using 
[JK, 2.8.31 we have 5”“’ # ;‘I) # i”’ # ;(I’ is a constituent of i” I S,nP3, ii, 
and of i’+‘.*. ‘z)(s,,-, ,,,,. It follows that [c’” -- 3. 9(~~ -4. 2. I’), i”] > 0, 
whence our claim. If CI = (n - 6,6) we look at r”Ie4. 2’J. Here again we have 
Irr(cp*)z Irr(r(“P4,22) ). The diagram [n - 6, 21 is a subdiagram of both 
[n - 6, 61 and [n - 4, 2, I’]. Using [JK, 2.8.31 we see that <“zP6. 2’ # 
if*) # i(*) is a constituent of both <(nP4*2. 12)1s1.m4,2, and i(n-6*6)IS,.-4,1J,. It 
fc$lows that [t (n-4.2?, 5 (~1-4.2, 12) v(n-6.6, 74 ] > 0. Combining the above facts 
we conclude Irr(cp3) 2 Irr(cp’[!“-4. *. I” ) 2 D6. SuEpose now that Irr(#) 2 
D,, for some k>3. We prove that Irr(S’“-2k,’ ).[(n-4,2*‘2))~ DZktz. If 
ia E D2k+Z we may find a subdiagram [cc,,,], of order n - 2k common to 
both [a] and [n - 4,2, 1’1. The rest of the proof in this case is the same 
as that in case (A). This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 7.3. Let cp be a character of S, with the following properties: 
(i) Irr(@) 1 DZk for k > 3. 
(ii) There is a $ E Y with d, 2 3 such that $ E Irr(cp). 
Then, unless n = 11, ccn(cp, Y) d (n-r&1)/2. If n = 11 this relation 
still holds provided that condition (i) is fulfilled also for k = 2 and that in 
condition (ii) the character $ is not hook shaped. 
Proof: Write m = n - r&l. By Lemma 2.1 the result is true if m is 
even. Therefore we assume that m is odd. Write r = cp’“- 3)‘2. Note that if 
n> 13 then ma9, whence (m-3)/223. By assumption (i) we have 
Irr(r) 2 D,,, _ 3 for n 2 13. By the requirements for n = 11 this is true for 
n= 11 also. We show now that Irr(zcp)z Y. By (i) we have to show that 
if cam Y is of depth m then [tcp, ia] >O. Since Irr(5(n--m+3*1m~3))G D,,-, 
it is enough to show that [t’” Pm+3, ‘m-3)~, [“I > 0. Suppose that + = cB. As 
before we may complete the proof by finding a common subdiagram of [a] 
and [B] of order n -m + 3. Since d, = d, 2 3 and II/ E Y then there is a par- 
tition y of 3 such that the diagram [r&l, r] is a subdiagram of [PI. We 
claim that it is also a subdiagram of [a]. Indeed, if r=(3) then the 
inequality r&l + 2(rJ;;] - 1) <n, which holds for n 2 11, shows that 
[r&l, 31 is a subdiagram of [a] (remember that the first row of [a] 
contains exactly r&l nodes). If y = (2, 1) then 2r&] - 1 <n shows our 
claim. If y = (1’) then we use the inequality 3r&] < n. This relation holds 
for n 2 13 and implies that [r&l, 13] is a subdiagram of [a] for n 2 13. 
If n = 11 then by our assumptions we may take y # (1’). It follows that our 
proof is valid also in the case n = il. Thus, we have found a subdiagram 
of order n-m+ 3 common to both [a] and [PI. Thus [alS,.-m+j,,m-3, and 
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~SIS+m+3. 1-3) have a common irreducible constituent. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3.1, [<‘n--+3. lmmPi $, [“I > 0 and our proof is complete. 1 
Finally, we prove: 
THEOREM 7.4. (i) ccn(A,) = 3. 
(ii) ccn(A,) = n - [,/%I for every integer n 2 6. 
Proof The result is true for 5 <n < 9 by [ALG]. Therefore we may 
suppose that n > 10. Since we use Lemma 7.3 we assume that n # 11. The 
case n = 11 is treated separately. Let x be a non-principal character of A,. 
Q- ‘3 I)1 then by Corollary 3.3, ccn(X) = n - r&J. We show that 
xr’er,‘ry otherALharacter of A,, ccn(X) <n - r&l. 
If x is a non-rectangular character to type A then by Corollary 5.2, the 
sons of [‘n-2,2’ and [‘n-2,12) are constituents of x2. In addition there is 
a character $ in Y of depth 3 whose son is a constituent of x2. Using 
Lemmas 2.2, 7.2, and 7.3 we conclude 
ccn(X) < 2 ccn(X*) < 2 ccn(i’“-2,2’ + [‘“-2, I’) + II/, Y) < n - r&l. 
If x is a non-rectangular character of type B then by Lemma 5.5 the son 
of i (+*, *) is a constituent of x2. In addition it is possible that the son of 
p - 2. 12’ is a constituent of 1’. In this case we use Lemma 5.7 and find a 
father $ with d, > 3 such that his son is a constituent of x2. The proof in 
this case may be completed as in the case of non-rectangular characters 
of type A. If the son of c (n-22,12) is not a constituent of x2 then by 
Lemma 5.5(ii) the son of [‘n-3,2, ‘) or of [‘n-3, I’) is such a constituent. 
In any case we may apply Lemmas 2.2, 7.2, and 7.3 to conclude that 
cm(x) G n - r&i. 
If x is rectangular character of type A then by Corollary 6.1 the sons of 
[‘n-*,2) and 5’“-3.1’) are constituents of x2 and so we may complete the 
proof in this case as in the previous cases. 
If x is rectangular character of type B we apply Lemma 6.2 and by the 
above methods prove that ccn(X) < n - r&l. 
Since every x belongs to one of the above categories the proof of the 
theorem is complete for n # 11. 
Suppose now that n = 11. In this case m = 7 and all the non-principal 
irreducible characters are non-rectangular. Let x be non-principal 
irreducible character of A,, . If x is of type A then by Lemma 5.1 the son 
of p. 3) or the son of [‘** ** ‘) is a constituent of x2. Both [@* , ‘) and c”. 3, 
are not hook shaped and therefore we may use Lemmas 2.2, 7.2, and 7.3 to 
obtain that ccn(X) < 6 < 7. If x is of type B then it is a son of ct6. “) or of 
cf4* 32, I). Suppose first that x is a son of [ (6* Is). In this case gx is a full cycle. 
By the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula xs(g,) = x6( g,) = 0. Using Lemmas 
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5.1 and 5.3 we conclude that at least one of xs and x6 is a constituent 
of $. Suppose now that x is a son of c y’4, 3’. I’. In this case g, has one cycle 
of each of the lengths 1,3, and 7. By the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula 
xs(g,) = 1. By Lemma 5.5 we have 6, > 0. But, since x is real valued in this 
case this implies that [x2, x5] > 0. In any case we can conclude that the son 
of p 3) or the son of [‘*z 2, ’ ) is a constituent of x2 for every non-principal 
x~Irr(A,,). With this in hand we may use Lemma 7.3 in addition to 
Lemmas 2.1, 5.5, and 7.2 to conclude that ccn(X) < 6~ 7. This argument 
completes the proof. 1 
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